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As the NevaWrap starts to wear, simply rotate it 
or turn it over to distribute the wear. When it’s 
worn out, just replace it with a refill. But be 
patient because it may take six months, a year, or 
even longer to wear it out.

Designed for safety as much as function, the 
concave shape and snug fit eliminates rope snags 
at the swell. The flared top reduces rope 
pop-offs.  And the smooth surface creates 
consistent traction, reducing the chance of injury.

The contoured surface and 
hourglass shape of the NevaWrap 
provides greater surface area for 
more rope contact, better 
traction, less slide, and more bite, 
especially on today’s smaller and 
smoother ropes. Less slide means 
less residue on your rope, less 
time on the clock, and more 
money in your pocket.

The Dally Post has a detachable quick 
release cap.  A push button inset in the top 
releases the bearings in the locking pin for 
easy removal.  The 
NevaWrap slides 
effortlessly over 
the square post, 
and the cap snaps 
safely back into 
place.  So easy 
anyone can do it.

Ever Again.

The new Revolution Dally Post™ makes 
conventional roping saddle horns obsolete. 
And the new synthetic rubber Nevawrap™ 
means you won’t have to search, ask, beg, 
steal, or borrow 
for strips of 
rubber. You will 
also never have 
to peel, cut, 
twist, strain, tug, 
pinch, or pull to 
wrap your horn… 

Save time. Save money.    Save ropes. Save fingers.

Please call for a list of saddle makers, retro-fitters, and 
saddle tree manufactures that are currently offering 
or installing the Dally Post.  Ask your preferred saddle 
maker or roping producer if they’ve checked out the 
Dally Post.



Quick Release Cap

Recessed Push Button
Won’t accidentally activate

Won’t hurt your hand

Industrial Steel Locking Pin
Secure four point ball locks

Comes with manufacturer's warranty

Interlocking Cap & Base
Precise fit prevents cap from rotating

Solid Aluminum Base

Square Tubular Post
Factory strength tested
Will not bend or break

Precise Fit Pin Chamber
Easy, secure pin insertion

No clog ball receivers

Flat Seat for NevaWrap
Precisely engineered for positioning on swell

Circular design conforms to NevaWrap
Flush fit prevents rope snag at base

Contoured Underside
Wings with multiple bolt holes for secure fit

Easy swap for horn replacement
Ready fit for new trees

Dally Post™

Heavy Duty Traction

Contoured Surface
More rope contact
Greater friction
Easier slide control
Better traction
Harder bite

Long Lasting Design
Extra thick for long life & more traction
Outlasts up to 200 strips of rubber
Symmetrical configuration:
     Rotate to distribute wear
     Invert for longer lifespan

Less Wear on Your Rope
Will not accumulate like rubber strips
Less slide = less residue = 
     fewer kinks = longer rope life

Safer Concave Shape
More consistent rope placement
Flared bottom reduces rope snags
Flared top reduces pop offs

Precisely Engineered
Easily slides on and off Dally Post
Internal surfaces prevent rotation

Patents Pending
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